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abstraCt Data journalism is one way to provide readers with objective and relevant reports. The study 

is a content analysis of the use of data journalism by Slovak online news portals. The research sample 

consists of 11,267 articles published during February 2020, February 2019, June 2019 and November 

2019. The aim was to use a quantitative research strategy to determine whether significant policy events 

have an impact on the higher frequency of data journalism components in domestic news. The results 

show that data journalism is an integral part of newsrooms. Despite this, the use of data faces several 

problems, especially in terms of  journalists’ lack of skills and experience in this area of   journalism. This 

is also reflected in the limits of the use of data journalism in reporting on an influential agenda that 

has an impact on public and political life. Newsrooms do not respond adequately to the presence of a 

significant political and public agenda, which is mainly processed in the form of text articles, while more 

sophisticated components of data journalism are used only sporadically.
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introDuCtion

Data journalism is part of a quantitatively oriented approach to journalistic practice 
(Coddington, 2015) and includes the inclination to dynamic and interactive forms of 
computational newsrooms in the digital age (Anderson, 2013). Data journalism is one of 
the ways to provide readers with authentic and relevant information. Newsrooms around 
the world are aware of the power of data in creating new stories. Online technology 
platforms and the Internet are fundamentally changing the way information is distributed. 
Data journalism is part of the current media ecosystem, including the tools and practices 
that emerge from the digital processing of information sources and structures (Bounegru, 
2012). Data can act as an early warning tool; by analysing it, journalists can often identify 
problems before they cause some damage (Pacula, 2014). Through data analysis, new 
meanings and connections can be discovered, which provides a unique perspective 
into selected issues. The data open up new opportunities in journalism to highlight the 
context examined or to support their claims. Therefore, it is more important than ever to 
process this information correctly and to offer readers knowledge that is validated, factual 
and provides a quick understanding of the issue (Meyer, 2002).  

Felle´s (2016) findings, based on qualitative interviews with 26 data journalists in 17 
countries, suggest the emergence of digital data reporting as a key tool in accountability 
journalism. Data journalism is increasingly using digital data analytics tools and 
approaches to better inform and engage audiences on issues of the public interest. 
Although the skills and tools needed to apply data journalism differ from traditional news 
production, journalistic values and professional standards remain (Karlsen & Stavelin, 
2014). We can even assume that they are reinforced by a more empirical data-based 
approach to information processing. 

Thanks to data and digital platforms and their more or less complex processing, 
new opportunities for journalistic innovation are emerging. As journalists began to 
introduce technology, interactivity and connectivity into their reporting, they start 
creating innovative forms of news and interactive features that help the audience better 
understand the context of data and acquire new insights derived from it (Fink & Anderson 
2015; Howard, 2014; Mair & Keeble 2014).

Gray (2012) states that with the advent of computers and the Internet, the work of a 
journalist has expanded. Using the data, the work of a journalist changes to highlighting 
the individual trends, changes, and the causes and explanation of what the information 
means. New theoretical frameworks and methodologies can provide insights into the 
differences and similarities of journalistic culture worldwide (Mellado et al., 2017). The 
work of journalists with data in the context of editorial work is determined not only by 
the availability of relevant technologies and the skills of their users but also by the socio-
cultural context of media systems which have to face emerging unregulated technologies 
and the consequences of an increasingly globalised media environment (Rao, 2019). 
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The goal of this study is to collect a set of knowledge, results, and facts about data 
journalism practice in Slovak internet media, particularly in the context of the key 
political events (parliamentary and presidential elections). First, we attempt to describe 
the current condition of politically focused data journalism in Slovak online news portals 
while also analyzing the content employed as a distinct reporting style. Second, we 
compare the volume of data journalism stories during periods of significant political 
events (parliamentary and presidential elections) with periods when important political 
events do not occur. Finally, we compare the use of data journalism frameworks in online 
news and consider whether there are significant differences between the frequency of 
journalistic data processing and reporting on politically essential topics.

Data Journalism

aspects and perspectives
The attempts to define data journalism are based on various aspects and perspectives.  

Therefore, the final and clear definition of data journalism has not been reached yet. There 
are several approaches to defining data journalism, yet each of them shares a common 
starting platform, which Ausserhofer et al. (2017, p. 5) describe as “the concentrated use 
of structured information in the making of news.” In a related meta-analysis, a set of 40 
scholarly papers published over the period 1996-2015 was selected. All these papers 
empirically address the issue of data journalism and its essential characteristics. Some 
theoretical approaches focus on the procedural aspects of the matter, i.e., that this 
type of journalism deals with the acquisition, analysis, evaluation and interpretation of 
quantitative data, which then mediate the audience in the form of various structured 
visualisations (Baack, 2013; Hullman et al., 2015). Other definitions focus on how data 
journalism is integrated into editorial work, how it affects the work of journalists and 
editorial teams, what skills and tools are needed to apply data journalism to inform better 
and to engage audiences (Bounegru, 2012;  Felle; Karlsen & Stavelin, 2014; Uskali & Kuutti, 
2015; 2016; Tandoc & Oh, 2015).

In 2017, the Google news lab and PolicyViz conducted a study that focused on the 
use of data journalism and its current state in news organisations (Rogers et al., 2017). 
One of the goals was to find out how the respondents define the term data journalism. 
The sample consisted of more than 900 editors-in-chief, editors, reporters, data experts 
and data designers. Many respondents referred to data journalism as to a professional 
practice focusing on data processing, debating what journalists can do with the data, 
what their formats are and how the data are structured and visualized in the context 
of media content.  Others described data journalism as working with analysis, coding, 
and visualization, which are an important part of editorial work.  In some answers, data 
journalism was compared to classical journalism. It turned out that the main feature that 
marks off data journalism from classical journalism is the fact that the primary source 
amounts to data. This framework is also proof that the concept of data journalism is still 
evolving and has not yet fully been defined in practice. 
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One of the basic definitions describes data journalism as a set of approaches, 
capabilities, and tools that use data in journalism (Ser, 2015). As journalists obtain 
information from interviews or documents, data journalists look for context, trends and 
patterns in the data.

The strength of data journalism lies in the fact that a journalist can produce stories 
that would be difficult or impossible to create in the classical way (Remington, 2012). 
Simon Rogers, the founder of The Guardian Datablog, sees data journalism as a journalistic 
expression that offers a wide range of uses in various forms:  from visualisations to long-
form articles. A vital element of these journalistic manifestations is that the information is 
based on numbers and statistics while the journalist seeks to create stories from the data 
(Rogers, 2013). One of the specifics of data journalism is the framework of its research, 
which is usually multidisciplinary and applies not only knowledge from statistics and 
IT, but also approaches and research strategies from humanities and social sciences 
(Appelgren & Nygren, 2012). Veglis and Bratsas (2017) proposed a definition framework for 
data journalism based on extracting and filtering information from various data sources, 
which are then processed through traditional journalistic procedures and the use of IT 
technologies, including their visualisation and online distribution.

In our research study, we define data journalism as a form of journalism that uses data, 
numbers, and statistics that can uncover and visualise new information horizons and 
stories. This comprehensive information is processed using a wide range of technological 
and software tools. It uses knowledge obtained from statistics and permits searching the 
data for patterns, structures and revealing various trends. Data journalism presents ways 
and methods that can collect, analyse and transform data into a visually more tangible 
perceptible form.

the context of data journalism practices
Media ecosystems’ political, social, and economic conditions fundamentally influence 

journalistic practice and some widely shared professional norms and practices in different 
countries and regions (Hanitzsch et al., 2019). The practice of data journalism is currently 
widespread across all continents. Ausserhofer et al. (2017) investigated the academic 
literature published between 1996 and 2015 and selected a corpus of 40 academic papers 
on empirical research on data journalism and related practices that shape the discourse 
around the practices embraced by journalists and media organisations around the world. 
Even so, research is primarily focused on journalistic cultures, media markets and the 
political environment in the context of liberal and democratic media systems (Appelgren 
et al., 2019). Another problem is the lack of testing the existing data journalism theories 
through quantitative methods and larger samples (Ausserhofer et al., 2017). According 
to Zamith (2019), most research studies use case-study ethnographies and interviews 
with data journalists. Borges-Rey (2017) claims that a general epistemological framework 
of data journalism is based on specific norms and the rituals of the media professionals, 
and that it depends on specific structural and institutional conditions of the given media 
system. The context of the journalistic practices and performances can be aligned within 
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specific data journalism issues such as contextual accuracy, transparency, interactivity, 
diversity, and information provenance (Engebretsen et al., 2018; Young et al., 2018; Zamith, 
2019). The Internet and digital data platforms are nowadays the most influential source of 
information from which the media audiences, as well as journalists, obtain knowledge 
about the world. Meanings are programmed and stored in computers as data. In linguistic 
and semiotic terms, they correlate with the physical and nonphysical world (Fedorov, 2019; 
Gálik & Gáliková Tolnaiová 2020).  In this regard, data journalism has created numerous 
promises from both inside and outside media. Databases and algorithms are anticipated 
to improve openness in modern democracies by allowing journalists to dig deeper and 
more thoroughly into issues, reducing their reliance on official sources (Parasie, 2019).

Data journalism tools provide journalists with a wide range of options for working 
with data. They can present to their audience the results of polls of electoral preferences, 
their mutual comparison across different research agencies and time series, modelling 
scenarios of future coalitions of political parties, and analysis of their election programmes. 
A promising form of data processing is infographics concerning the past of individual 
politicians, an overview of scandals or corruption scandals in which they were involved, 
as well as other possibilities for creative and investigative journalistic work. In this 
context, data journalism is becoming a useful tool and at the same time a strategy for the 
control of public officials, which gives journalists and non-governmental organisations 
potent weapons to control the transparency of public policies and those interested in 
entering political life. “The networked and interactive nature of digital media allows its 
users a more active relationship with the news.” (Vozab, 2019, p. 109) and data journalism 
also brings new opportunities in the field of civic participation. In this context, Kanižaj 
and Lechpammer (2019, p. 28) emphasise the “need for media literacy and the public’s 
competence to recognize credible content from multiple sources”.  Data journalism 
has the potential to strengthen the ability of audience members to distinguish factual 
information from opinions, as well as to identify media texts with high content validity.

the Current state of Data Journalism 
in slovaKia

Data journalism in Slovakia is a relatively new concept, however, in the past ten years, 
it has found a place in most daily newsrooms. In current academic research, only a few 
theoretical studies deal with this topic (Folentová & Kováč, 2016; Hacek, 2018, Hacek 2019; 
Vrabec, 2015) and there is no representative survey on the current state of data journalism 
in the Slovak media.  From the available data, however, we can conclude that we do not 
consider the prevailing ways of working with data in Slovak newsrooms as data journalism 
in the true sense of the word. In most cases, it is the use of different types of infographics 
based on a descriptive visualisation of the available data. This means that graphically 
processed data only illustrate the meaning structure that the journalist created mainly 
on the basis of data from research agencies, or from data provided by governmental 
and non-governmental organisations, or other providers of publicly available statistics 
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(Vrabec, 2015). This means that journalists do not rely on the active search and processing 
of interesting data when creating media content but rather on the visualisation and 
subsequent description of and commenting on information. Data visualisation is mostly 
used to describe and explain election results and opinion polls. Instead of extensive texts 
with detailed results, news portals most often choose simple graphs or representations 
in maps or tables with exact data on who voted and how (Folentová & Kováč, 2016). 
In addition to the results of surveys of political party preferences and surveys of the 
popularity of politicians, the Slovak media regularly process data on economic trends, 
various aspects of lifestyle, and the objectivity of television news and media viewership 
(Hacek, 2018). However, these trends concerning the use of data that can be noticed in 
Slovak newsrooms are not unique and similar tendencies can be observed in the practice 
of data journalism in other countries. Static and dynamically generated visualisations can 
be included among the most frequented products of data journalists (Heravi  & Lorenz, 
2020). Surveys such as the one conducted by Knight (2015, p. 55) have shown that “data 
journalism is practised as much for its visual appeal as for its investigative qualities, and the 
overall impact, especially in the tabloid format is as much decorative as informative”. Her 
analysis of the forms and formats of data journalism find that superficial data journalism 
is limited in scope and design. According to the study of the implementation of everyday 
data journalism in The New York Times and The Washington Post (Zamith, 2019), content 
is generally produced by small teams with a primary focus on institutional (primarily 
governmental or/and NGO) sources. These kinds of journalistic output are usually 
characterised by fairly complex data visualisation, but minimal original data collection 
and investigation of contextual factors related to these data. 

methoDs

research objectives
In this study, we respond to a more profound need to understand the research 

problem in question, and our goal was to obtain a set of knowledge, findings and facts 
about data journalism practice in the Slovak online media, especially in the context of 
significant political events (parliamentary and presidential elections). The aim of the paper 
is twofold. Firstly, we try to clarify the current state of politically focused data journalism 
in Slovak online news portals, while analysing the types of content used as a distinctive 
reporting style. Secondly, we are trying to compare the volume of data journalism stories 
during periods of significant political events (parliamentary and presidential elections) 
and during periods in which significant political events do not occur. The idea was 
thus to use content analysis to scrutinise whether there is a connection between the 
number of data journalism elements in different periods, which differ from each other 
by the intensity of representation of critical political topics in public and media discourse. 
Our research interest was to compare the use of data journalism frameworks in online 
news and to consider whether there are significant differences between the frequency 
of journalistic data processing and reporting on politically essential topics.  We aim to 
answer two research questions: 
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RQ1: How does an important political agenda affect the practice of data journalism in 
Slovak newsrooms?
RQ2: Is the frequency of using elements of data journalism increasing during the 
period of electoral political events?

We aim to test the following hypothesis:

H1: We assume that during the period of significant political events (presidential and 
parliamentary elections) the media publish articles with a significantly higher number 
of articles with elements of data journalism than during periods without significant 
political events.

research strategy 
We used quantitative content analysis to determine the number and frequency of 

manifestations of data journalism in online news portals. For quantitative content analysis, 
we used a coding book explicitly created for this research. The coding book contained 
a coding scheme with an overview of the variables, including a detailed description of 
their operationalisation. This document also included a coding manual setting out coding 
procedures and standards. The following variables were used in the coding book: the 
source where the article was published; the article’s headline; the thematic focus of the 
article – politics, economics, traffic reports, weather and other types of domestic news; 
type of data visualisation (infographics, chart, table, animated infographic, other types 
of data visualisation). The first stage of coding was to sequence the media content into 
individual elements (coding units); in our case, all the articles related to domestic news 
from the six most visited online news portals. The coding was performed manually via two 
coders. The outputs of both coders were compared with each other. The basic measure for 
inter-coder reliability was a percentage agreement between coders, which reached 93%. 
Any discrepancies in the coding were then discussed by the research team. The coding 
units on which the coders disagreed were rechecked and, after mutual agreement, were 
subsequently consensually placed into a category.

the research sample
As a research sample, we chose media content (news articles published in the 

domestic news section) from six Slovakia’s most visited news online portals - Aktuality.sk, 
Sme.sk, Pravda.sk, Pluska.sk, HNonline.sk and Čas.sk. We excluded the sports and finance/
business sections from the study. If financial or business reports were included in the 
domestic news section, we also included them in our selection.  We selected the portals 
based on statistics from the AIMmonitor. The AIMmonitor survey is an audited survey that 
was launched in Slovakia in 2007 and involved 40 media content providers operating 89 
domains. The AIM monitor analyses the activity on web portals, concerning their traffic, 
number of impressions, number of real users, and time spent on web portals (Interactive 
Advertising Bureau Slovakia, 2016). In our research, we analysed a total of 11 267 articles 
that were published in February 2020, November 2019, June 2019 and February 2019. We 
chose the deliberate, purposeful selection of the research sample in order to be able to 
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compare periods during which critical political events occurred with periods during which 
this type of events did not happen. In February 2019, a presidential election campaign 
took place in the Slovak Republic. In February 2020, a pre-election campaign took place 
before the parliamentary elections. We chose the months of November 2019 and June 
2019 because during these periods there were no significant political events in the Slovak 
Republic. The data were processed in Excel and IBM SPSS programmes. We used the T-Test 
for 2 Independent Means to test our hypothesis.

results

In formulating the hypotheses, we assumed that presidential and parliamentary 
elections have an impact on the increased frequency and quantity of media content 
focused on visualisation and analytical data processing. We mainly assumed that during 
these periods, the media published data-driven stories, various types of infographics, 
graphically processed data on surveys of voter preferences, economic programmes of 
individual candidates and similar types of media content. The main research question 
was how these emerging journalistic data processing practices affect the way media 
organisations cover political events.  

As part of the research, we analysed the media content of domestic news on the six 
largest news portals in Slovakia. We found that during the period of presidential and 
parliamentary elections, the volume of news containing data journalism was greater than 
during periods without significant events affecting political events in the country. Of the 
total number of 11,267 articles that were published in February 2020, November 2019, 
June 2019 and February 2019, 481 articles contained data visualisations or other forms of 
data journalism.

During the period before the presidential election in 2019, out of the total number of 2 
714 articles, only 138 articles contained elements of data journalism (4.85%). We recorded 
a similar share during the period before the parliamentary elections in 2020 when we 
identified only 135 texts that contained any form of data visualisation or other elements 
of data journalism (Table 1, Table 2).

Table 1. analysis of data journalism elements during the periods with major political events 
(presidential and parliamentary elections)

period 

February 2020
February 2019

Mean

articles with 
elements of data 
journalism (n)

135
138

136.5

articles with 
elements of data 
journalism (%)

4.79
4.85

4.82

articles without 
elements of data 
journalism (n)

2747
2576

5323

articles without 
elements of data 
journalism (%)

95.20
95.14

95.17
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Table 2. analysis of data journalism elements during the periods without major political events 
(presidential and parliamentary elections)

During periods of significant political events, the largest share of data journalism was 
in the domestic news of the daily HNonline (10.10% share in the presidential election and 
7.37% share before the parliamentary elections). This finding (Table 3, Table 4) is logical, 
as it is a newspaper that belongs to the group of serious media and its target group are 
readers with a higher level of education and socioeconomic status. At the same time, this 
daily is increasingly devoted to economic and political topics, with which it deals more 
analytically.

Table 3. articles with elements of data journalism

 

Table 4. articles without elements of data journalism

period 

June 2019
November 2019

Mean

articles with 
elements of data 
journalism (n)

113
95

104

articles with 
elements of data 
journalism (%)

3.82
3.41

3.61

articles without 
elements of data 
journalism (n)

2761
2702

5463

articles without 
elements of data 
journalism (%)

96.17
96.03

96.10

February 2020 February 2019 june 2019  november 2019

n % n % n % n %

21 5.36 24 4.71 15 3.11 23 5.54
28 4.23 33 5.48 18 2.67 15 2.34
22 5.58 9 3.11 2 0.72 7 1.98
7 2.44 4 1.82 4 1.56 6 2.35
28 7.37 41 10.10 50 11.71 17 4.80
29 3.78 27 3.93 24 3.18 27 3.47

135 4.79 138 4.85 113 3.82 95 3.41

February 2020 February 2019 june 2019  november 2019

n % n % n % n %

371 94.64 486 95.29 467 96.89 392 94.46
634 95.77 569 94.52 656 97.33 626 97.36
372 94.42 280 96.89 277 99.28 347 98.02
280 97.56 216 98.18 253 98.44 249 97.65
352 92.63 365 89.90 377 88.29 337 92.20
738 96.22 660 96.07 731 96.82 751 96.53

2747 95.20 2576 95.14 2761 96.17 2702 96.03

Aktuality.sk
Sme.sk
Pravda.sk
Plus.sk
HNOnline.sk
Cas.sk

Sum / Mean

Aktuality.sk
Sme.sk
Pravda.sk
Plus.sk
HNOnline.sk
Cas.sk

Sum / Mean
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On the other hand, our analysis showed that the lowest representation of data 
journalism components was in the tabloid daily Pluska (1.82% in February 2019, 2.44% in 
February 2020). We assume that these results are due to the overall concept and structure 
of tabloid media content, which uses photographs more often instead of graphs and 
tables. Articles in the tabloid prefer to minimise text components and work more with 
captions and pixels that are more attractive to their target audience. The analytical data 
from the SME online portal was surprising. This media outlet belongs to the category of 
serious media and, in addition, specialises in political news and journalism. During the 
period before the presidential election, data journalism accounted for only 5.48% of the 
total content of daily domestic news. Before the parliamentary election, even this share 
was only 4.23%.  According to the analysis of interviews with the editors of this newspaper, 
the probable reason for this situation is to be found in personnel limits – specifically, in 
the fact that the editors do not have enough necessary skills and experience to work with 
data. Furthermore, we identified this problem in other newsrooms. Despite the existence 
of suitable hardware and software equipment, the weakness of Slovak newsrooms is the 
lack of journalists who would be able to actively work with statistical data and use the 
possibilities available in digital data tools.

The results of statistical hypothesis testing showed that the number of articles with 
data journalism published during major political events are not significantly different from 
the number of articles published during the period without the presence of important 
political events. The result is not significant at p < .05 (t-value = 1.09316, p-value = .286148). 

Table 5. t-test for 2 independent means 

Hypothesis testing results:

t-value: 1.09316 
p-value:  .286148
The result is not significant at p < .05

This result suggests that the potential of data journalism in newsrooms in Slovakia 
is not sufficiently used. This result of quantitative content analysis is surprising, as data 
journalism provides many new possibilities and opportunities to increase the quality and 
attractiveness of media content in informing about public affairs. The content analysis of 
articles published during critical political events shows that newsrooms prefer journalistic 
services working with text and using elements of scandalisation and infotainment. 
Journalistic content of this type is prevailingly based on the personal political preferences 
and opinions of the authors than on data-based stories.

Because the media are the most essential source of knowledge of politics and 
current events (Mitchell et al. 2016; Shehata & Strömbäck, 2014), media coverage of 
politics and society, as well as how closely people follow the news, are intrinsically tied 
to democracy’s quality and character. From a democratic standpoint, the most important 
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task of journalism is to supply citizens with the information they require (Kovach & 
Rosenstiel, 2014; Strömbäck, 2005). Data-driven journalistic approaches further develop 
how news coverage can add to a democratic vote-based system, mainly when relevant 
stakeholders deliver pertinent data sets. Appropriate data processing and visualisation 
might help journalists set the political agenda by presenting and disclosing public issues 
and strengthening citizens’ political participation (Parasie & Dagiral, 2013). Raw data and 
information come from various sources, including official data producers, governments, 
statistical bodies, agenda setters and stakeholders. Subsequently, journalists collect and 
understand it, put it in context, improve its quality, and frame it by using appropriate 
technological tools. This user-centred and value-sensitive approach is essential because it 
means that the value of information is perceived and driven by the shared needs of users 
in the social, cultural and political context (Diakopoulos, 2012). The results of our research 
show that the Slovak newsrooms do not sufficiently use this potential of data journalism. 
Even during the election period, they rely mainly on official data from election polls and 
polls that determine the popularity of individual politicians among voters. From the 
formal point of view, the editors mainly use static and dynamic visualisations of available 
data and actively search for the original data collection and investigate contextual factors 
related to this data only to a minimal extent.

ConClusion

From the analysis of data, we found that data journalism is currently an integral part 
of Slovak online newsrooms. Infographics and data visualisations in particular have the 
potential to clearly and intelligibly transform data into an understandable form that 
provides added value for the reader. However, there are not many journalists who devote 
themselves entirely to data journalism in Slovak newsrooms. Data projects require specific 
skills and, in particular, more time, which editors often lack. We can state that it is time-
consuming not only to look for stories in the data but also to come up with a system for 
choosing the right information. The skills of journalists are also related to this. Working 
with data, their understanding, analysis, but also their visualisation requires above-
standard knowledge and abilities. Access to open data and the involvement of activists 
are crucial factors for the development of data journalism in many countries (Appelgren 
& Nygren, 2014). The printed word and data develop discursive, abstract thinking, unify 
the flow of time, and in the context of the collective mentality, promote cognition and 
critical thinking (Gálik, 2020). According to Kačinová (2020), the development of the ability 
to differentiate information according to quality becomes an essential part of the models 
of the journalistic alphabet. Based on the results of our research, we assume that one of 
the reasons for the low use of data journalism in politically oriented journalism is mainly 
insufficient data skills and lack of experience of journalists with statistics. Newsrooms 
do not respond adequately to the presence of an influential political and public 
agenda, which is mostly processed in the form of text articles, while more sophisticated 
components of data journalism are used only sporadically.  Beckett (2019) emphasises the 
role of collaboration between newsrooms that could also involve technology companies, 
academia, and civil society organisations. In this context, it is essential to work on the 
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continuous improvement of the qualifications and skills of journalists, who should have 
the opportunity to undergo lifelong learning in the field of data platforms and statistical 
data processing. Significant challenges also face universities, which provide training for 
future media professionals and should include data journalism and statistics as an integral 
part of their curricula.
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poDatKovno novinarstvo 
u KonteKstu važnih 

političKih DogađaJa: 
slučaJ slovačKe

norbert vrabec :: Ján proner 

sažetaK Podatkovno novinarstvo je jedan od načina pružanja objektivnih i relevantnih izvještaja 

čitateljima. Studija uključuje analizu sadržaja upotrebe podatkovnog novinarstva na slovačkim online 

news portalima. Uzorak koji je analiziran sastoji se od 11,267 članaka objavljenih tijekom veljače 2020., 

veljače 2019., lipnja 2019. i studenog 2019. godine. Cilj je bio koristeći kvantitativnu istraživačku strate-

giju utvrditi imaju li značajni politički događaji utjecaj na povećanu upotrebu komponenti podatkovnog 

novinarstva u domaćim vijestima. Rezultati pokazuju kako je podatkovno novinarstvo integralni dio re-

dakcija. Unatoč tome, upotreba podataka nailazi i na nekoliko problema, posebice u smislu nedostatka 

vještina i iskustva samih novinara u ovom području novinarstva. To je vidljivo u ograničenoj upotrebi 

podatkovnog novinarstva u izvještavanju o važnim temama koje imaju utjecaj na javni i politički život. 

Redakcije ne odgovaraju adekvatno na značajne političke i javne teme koje se uglavnom obrađuju kroz 

tekstualne članke, dok se profinjenije komponente podatkovnog novinarstva koriste tek sporadično.
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